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Romania is a sovereign state in the 
Southeast of Europe.
 It borders the Black Sea, 

Bulgaria, Ukraine, Hungary,  
Serbia and Moldova.

 It has the area 235,397 square 
kilometers and a temperate –
continental climate.

 With almost 20 million 
inhabitants, the country is the 7th

most populous member in the 
European Union.

 Its capital and largest city  
Bucharest, is the 6th largest city 
in the European Union.

 It has been a member of NATO 
since 2004 and part of the 
European Union since 2007.

 Romanians celebrate the 
National day on the 1st December

ROMANIA



The culture of Romania is a 
unique culture, which is the 
product of its geography and 
its distinct historical 
evolution. It is theorized and 
speculated that Romanians
are the combination of 
descendants of Roman 
colonists and people 
indigenous to the region who 
were Romanized. 
The Dacian people, one of the 
major indigenous peoples of 
Central and Southeast 
Europe  are one of the 
predecessors of the Proto-
Romanians. It is believed that 
a mixture of Romans, 

Dacians, Slavs and Illyrians
are the predecessors of the 
Romanians. Romanian culture 
shares some similarities as 
well with other ancient 
cultures even outside of 
the Balkans, such as that of 
the Armenians.
During late Antiquity and 
Middle Ages, the major 
influences came from 
the Slavic peoples who 

migrated and settled south 
of the Danube; from 
medieval Greeks and 
the Byzantine Empire; from 
the Hungarians; from 

the Germans, 
especially Saxon settlers in 
Transylvania as well as from 
several other neighboring 
peoples. Modern Romanian 
culture emerged and 
developed with many other 
influences as well, partially 
that of Central and Western 
Europe.



Traditional food



 After beeing solted, shredded and 
kneaded the cheese is pressed in a fir-
bark cylinder and aged for three 
months before consuming





 It is present in many cultures of the world with deep  roots 
into the past



 TradiTionally shepherd’s food, bulz has 
become a popular dish that is served in 
most restaurants.

 To make it, you have to make 
polenta balls stuffed with cheese, 
smoked beacon and sausages.

 This balls 
are then 
grilled on hot 
charcoal



MICI  MITITEI IS A TRADITIONAL DISH OF GRILLED 
GROUND MEET ROLLS MADE FROM A MIXTURE 
OF BEEF, LAMB AND PORK WITH SPICES, SUCH 
AS GARLIC, BLACK PEPPER, THIME, 
CORIANDER AND SOMETIMES A TOUCH OF 
PAPRIKA.

 SODIUM, BICARBONATE AND 
BROTH OR WATER IS ADDED TO 
THE MIXTURE.

 IT IS SERVED WITH FRANCH 
FRIES, MUSTARD AND PICKLES.



Unesco monuments



Samisegetuza regia was the capital and the most important religious and 
political centre of the Dacians prior to the wars with the 
Roman Empire

Erected on top of a 
1200m high mountain, 

the fortress, 
comprise si

citadeles was the 
care of a strategic 

defense system in 
the Orastie
mountains



Churches of moldavia The churches with external  mural  paintings, built from 
the late 15th to the late 16th century, are masterpieces 
inspired by byzantine art  The paintings form a 

systematic covering 
on all the facades 
and represent 
complete cycles of 
religious themes



 These eight churches show the variety of 
designs and craftsmanship adopted in 
these narrow, high, timber constructions 
with their characteristic tall, slim 
clock towers at the western end of the 
building, either single- or double-roofed 

and covered by shingles.

The wooden churches of 
maramures-northern 

romania



It is known for its architectural purity and balance, the richness of its sculptural detail, the treatment of 
its religious compositions, its votive portraits and its painted decorative works. The school of mural and icon 

painting established at the monastery in the 18th century was famous throughout the Balkan region.

Monastery of horezu

Founded in 1690 by Prince 
Constantin Brancoveanu, the 

monastery of Horezu, in 
Walachia, is a masterpiece of 

the 'Brancovan' style.



Folk architecture



Traditional house 
northern oltenia-
220 years old

The rustic architecture is the most complete, 
the most expressive creation of the rural 

societies 



TRADITIONAL HOUSE IN BUCOVINA

Rustic architecture is the personalized 
romanian style which developed through 

centuries



The village ciocanesti was assigned the cultural village of the country in 2004



The rustic architecture is divided 
into:
 A single leveled-house ; sheds are 

usually built separately 
 1-2 store house; the ground floor 

is used for food storage; if sheds 
are built separately the ground 
floor maybe  residential as well

The porch (veranda) is an 
ever present element in 

all romanian rural 
houses 



The rooms have low 
ceilings with beams 
which help maintain 

the heat



Traditional costumes



The structure of romanian
traditional clothing has 

remained unchanged throughout 
the history and can be traced 

back to the earliest times



The basic garnement for both 
men and women is a shirt or 
chemise which is made from 

hamp, linen or woolen fabric



The shirt was tied round the waist using a fabric belt narrow for women and wider for men 
Women wore an apron over the chemise. This was initially a single piece of cloth wrapped the 
lower part of their bodies as it is still seen in east and south-east of roumania



In transylvania and south-west 
of roumania this became two 
separated aprons, one worn at 
the back and one at the front



The outer garments worn by men are usually made of sheepskin or felted woollen fabric and 
decorated with leather applique and silk embroidery



IE
Is the type of shirt of a typical gathered form  of the color 
which has existed  since ancient times.it is also known as the 
carpathian shirt , similar to the slavic peoples. Each blouse 
tells a compelling story about the region it comes from.



The 3 part décor of this pleated 
shirt is almost always the same: 

in addition to the underarm 
embroidery, The “altita”, There is 

a single horizontal  row on the 
sleeve, known as “incret”, and 

diagonal stripes below the 
armpit and shoulder , 

The”rauri”.The underarm 
embroidery characterises the 

entire costume;it is traditionally 
seen as the culmination of 

embroidery and decoration.



City  heritage  reservations



Villages with fortified churches  in transylvania

Founded by the transylvanian saxons, the 7 villages  feature a specific land-use system, settlement pattern 
and organisation of the family farmstead that have been preserved since the middle age.
They are dominated by their  fortified churches, which illustrate building styles from the 13th and 16th

centuries.



sighisoara
The Historic Centre of Sighisoara (Sighisoara Citadel) is the old historic 
center of the town of Sighisoara , built in the 12th century. It is an inhabited 
medieval citadel that, in 1999, was designated a UNESCO World Heritage Site 
for its 850-year-old testament to the history and culture of the 
Transylvanian Saxons.



The old centre of Alba Iulia

The city of alba iulia, alba county is one of the most important urban centers of romania, a place 
of monumental historical significance, associated to the great union of 1918 and the coronation 
of the kings ferdinand I and mary , the 1st monarchs of greater romania. its ancient medieval 
centre, the alba carolina fortress, encloses between its walls several centuries old 
attractions laden with history, including saint michael’s cathedral.



BUCHAREST OLD town

bucharesT’s old Town was mercifully unTouched by second world war bombs and ceausescu’s bulldozers and is 
The ciTy’s mosT charismaTic neighbourhood. 
A massive regeneration project has transformed many of its hitherto grubby-looking streets and buildings, 
the most spectacular example being the new Carturesti Carusel bookshop .
The pint-sized Stavropoleos Church, with ornate carvings in stone and wood both inside and out, is another 
architectural must-see.





 Tulnicul is used by  romanian shephards in the mountains 
to communicate and guide the sheep and dogs 

 In the past it was used as an instrument to signalize 
military conflicts.

 It is between 1,3m and over 3m long

 It is made of fir, linden or hazel wood



 the curved pan flute was popularized  by 
the romanian musician gheorghe zamfir, who 
toured extensively and recorded many 
albums of pan fluTe music  in The 1970’s

 Contemporarily makers of 
curved romanian –style pan 
flutes  use wax to tune new 
instruments 

The curved pan flute

The tambal is a type of chordophone composed 
of a large, trapezoidal box with metal strings 
stretched across its top. It is a musical 
instrument commonly found in the group of 
Central-Eastern European nations and 
cultures. It is also popular in Greece and gypsy 
music. The tambal is played by striking two 
beaters against the strings. The steel treble 
strings are arranged in groups of 4 and are 
tuned in unison.The Romanian version is held by 
the player into his hands by the useof a belt 
round his neck. 



 The romanian cobza is 
metal strung and has a 
very short neck without 
frets with a bent-back 
pegbox

 It is thought to be a 
local adaptation of 
two Persion and 
turkuish instruments 
brought to the area 
itinerant gipsy 
musicians in the 15th

century 

cobza





Rug making has been an important aspect of cultural 
heritage in romania
The word for This Type of carpeT is ‘scoarta’.
Romanians use the kilim technique.



They use 
predominantly 
strong colors 

such as red and 
black against 

green or sandy-
colored 

backgrounds.



Horezu ceramics is a 
unique type of 

romanian pottery 
that is traditionally 
produced around the 

town of horezu in 
northern oltenia

Colors are bright 
shades of brown, red, 

green, blue and the so-
called “horezu ivory”.



Horezu potters use traditional tools like 
a mixer for cleaning the earth, a pottery 
wheel and a comb for shaping, a hollow 
out horn and a fine wire –tipped stick for 
decoration.it is included on the unesco
list of immaterial patrimony



The most important building monuments



Vlad ŢepeŞ vs dracula’s leGend

 VLAD THE IMPALER, FORMER ROMANIAN 
RULER IN THE XV  CENTURY, FAMOUS FOR 

HIS CRUELTY

 HIS SEVERE WAYS OF PUNISHING CRIMINALS 
HELPED BUILDING THE WELL-KNOWN  IMAGE 

OF A VAMPIRE

 The ficTional vampire in The novel “dracula” by 
BRAM  STOKER WAS INSPIRED BY THE LEGENDS OF 
THIS ROMANIAN PRINCE

 HOWEVER, THERE IS NO DIRECT CONnECTION
beTween sToker’s casTle and bran 
CASTLE



Bran castle
 One of the 

most famous 
castles in 
romania.

 Very often 
associated 

with the home 
of dracula, 

bram sToker’s 
character



CORVIN CASTLE  A GOTHIC-RENAISSANCE CASTLE IN 
HUNEDOARA 

 ONE OF THE LARGEST CASTLES IN EUROPE
 IT FIGURES IN A TOP OF 7 WONDERS OF 

ROMANIA



The palace of parliament 

 the second largest building in the world, 
after the pentagon, u.s.a. , having around 
1,000 rooms 

 The most expensive administrative building in 
the world

 The heaviest building in the world 
 Built in 13 years: 1984-1997

 For the romanians, it is a remembrance of 
communism, but also of national pride

 Dimensions: • 66,000𝒎𝟐 surface • 270m length • 

240m width • 86m high • 92m underground • 9 

levels above the ground • 9 levels 

underground 



 iT’s consTrucTion needed: •1,000,000,000 𝑚3marble     •900,000𝑚3 wood 

•5,500 tons of cement            •200,000𝑚3 glass

•7,000 tons of steel                •220,000𝑚2 carpets

•2,000,000 tons of sand         •3,500 𝑚2 leather

•1,000 tons of basalt              •3,500 tons crystals

•2,800 chandeliers                 •700 arhitects

•around 20,000 workers 24h/day



Peles castle
 The first European CASTLE TO BE LIT ENTIRELY BY 

ELECTRICAL CURRENT.



The black Church-
brasov

 The biggest gothic church in 
Europe

 One of The largest pipe organs 
in Europe (4000 tubes)

 The largest bell in romania
weighing 6.5 tons 



The wooden church in 
sÅpÂnŢa peri

 The tallest wooden church in the 
world – the cross  is 7m high and it 
weighs 455 kg 

 The second tallest wooden 
structure in europe – 78m high



 The tallest rock sculpture in Europe 
 55 m tall and 25 m wide 
 On the river Danube , at the Iron Gates , near the border 

between Romania and Serbia 

The Statue of DECEBALUS –the last king of dacia



Astra Museum - Sibiu
 The second largest outdoor museum in the world , featuring more than 

300 buildings , watermills , windmills  
 Gigantic presses  for wine , fruit and oil , 
 hydraulic forges and more .



 The second largest delta in Europe ( around 2.733 Km² )
 The best preserved in Europe 
 It  hosts over 300 species of birds , 45 freshwater fish species ,lakes and marshes
 Since 1991 , it became part of unesco list of world heritage sites .



The gold museum in Brad 
 The only gold museum in Europe with 

over 2000 pieces from all over the 
world 

 The biggest natural 
reserves in gold in Europe  
are said to be in romania.





Nadia Comaneci is the first athlete in the history of 
the sport to be awarded a perfect score of 10.0 at 
AN Olympic Games (1976, Montreal). In all, she 
received six more perfect 10s in Montreal, as well as 
three gold medals. BECAUSE THE SCOREBOARD COULD 
NOT DISPLAY A 10.00, NADIA WAS SHOWN 1.00 SCORE.



Without the work of Nicolae Paulescu the history of 
medicine would probably have a different course, 
particularly the history of diabetic medicine. The 
distinguished Romanian scientist was the first to discover 
insulin (which he called pancreine). His discovery was 
patented on April 10, 1922 by the Romanian Ministry of 
Industry and Trade. In 1923 two other scientists were to be 
recognized as the creators of insulin: doctor Frederick 
Grant Banting and biochemist John James Richard Macleod. 
By the time Banting isolated insulin, Paulescu already 
held a patent for its discovery. Moreover, Banting was 
familiar with paulescu’s work.
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